Abstract-Customer Churn, an event indicating a customer abandoning an established relation with a business is an important problem researched well, both for academic and commercial interest. Through this work, we propose an improved churn prediction model that emphasizes on an effective data collection pipeline through varied channels capturing explicit and implicit customer footprints. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate the improvement in classifier efficiency using an extended feature set and feature selection algorithms. Prominent features playing a vital role in customer churn are also ranked. The contributions through this paper can be broadly categorized into 3 folds: First, we discuss how popular data mining tools in Hadoop stack help extract several implicit customer interaction metrics including Sales and Clickstream logs generated as a result of customer interaction. Second, through Feature Engineering techniques we verify that some of the new features we propose have a definite impact on customer churn. Finally, we demonstrate how Regularized Logistic Regression, SVM and Gradient Boost Random Forests are the best performing models for predicting customer churn verified through comprehensive cross-validation techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The progress in distributed parallel computing is increasingly enabling progress in big data technologies opening avenues for large number of data-centric and compute intensive applications. With the advent of Hadoop technology [1] in the last decade, we now have commercially scalable big data technology that is embraced across organizations operating at scale. Through this work, we demonstrate how large scale data mining and application of machine learning algorithms can provide an effective predictive model to detect customer churn in E-commerce industry. Similar to earlier works carried out in customer churn, we model the prediction problem as a binomial classifier and apply supervised machine learning on customer feature-set. The customers considered are Business to Business segment of revenue for a major E-commerce retailer with an established customer-business relationship. The big-data lake from this e-retailer is used to extract customer data flowing from different channels. The novelty of our work lies in several stages of the machine learning pipeline. We propose an extensive feature mining process that is made possible by large scale data mining tools on top of Hadoop stack like Pig, Hive and Spark. This helps to capture a variety of explicit and implicit metrics for customer interaction with the e-retailer. The feature selection techniques used helps identify features that have high impact on customer churn while filtering out the noise. Binary classifiers are applied on top of this feature-set to arrive at the best classifier after parameter optimization and cross-validation techniques.
In the ensuing sections, we first discuss the previous work carried out in the area of customer churn prediction. We then propose our Hadoop stack based big data pipeline for Feature mining. Once we populate all candidates for building the Feature vector, we employ popular techniques in Feature Engineering/Feature selection to prove how customer behavior data are valuable to customer churn prediction along with the conventional and static demographic feature-set. The last section involves experiments with different binomial classifiers to build predictive models to arrive at the best model based on comprehensive cross-validation techniques and parameter optimization.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
Customer churn models have previously been well researched and applied in several industries like Telecom, Financial and more recently in E-commerce businesses. Authors in [2] propose an Enhanced Singular Vector Machine called the ESVM framework that claims to scale well over large scale data and ability to handle non-linear data effectively. Authors in [3] use Multivariate regression Splines (MARS) as classification technique to detect customer churn. The authors in [4] and [5] use several user behavioral metrics through email sentiment mining and longitudinal behavioral data to aid classifiers to make accurate predictions. The model proposed in [6] also uses significant qualitative customer behavior data to drive fraud detection in insurance claims using One class SVM (OCSVM) for classification.
Linear and non-linear classifiers like SVM, Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Tree based Ensemble classifiers and their variants are predominant choice of classifiers used by researchers for predicting customer churn.
We observe significant gap in feature mining process in previously published work. They fail to effectively represent the E-commerce business model. The choice of feature-set to drive churn prediction is mostly restricted to a list of conventional feature-set which has a huge share of static features along with sales data. Some of the recent work [5] published on customer churn for E-commerce customer focuses on behavioral features. The feature set however is still narrow and restricted to only a handful metrics like recency and frequency factors. They all fall short of capturing the complete customer behavior footprint for a customer during his life-cycle. The reason for this limitation in feature mining process can partly be attributed on technology limitations in data capturing and the rest on volume of the data that it entails to deal with.
The E-commerce business drives mainly on digital channels which are centered around, but not limited to online website and mobile applications. These channels act as a single window between the organization and the customer during his entire tenure. The shopping activity or the online interaction which can be labeled as a browse session generate valuable metrics and footprints for customer interaction with the online retailer. The sales generated by these online sessions, categories of products brought, etc. that are more easily contained in volume mainly qualify as conventional quantitative features for our feature matrix. The user click activity, browse path behavior and overall web interaction generates several terabytes of data every single day for an E-commerce retailer operating on a large scale.
This valuable user behavior data was previously ignored by researchers for feature mining for the lack of distributed data ingestion, storage and computing technology. This data can now be easily extracted through a feature mining process involving a big data pipeline. The click activity popularly called clickstream drive several data products on e-commerce websites under a broader category of recommendations called user personalization. The proposed work aims to develop a generic framework and make it available for the organization and the academic community for predicting customer churn for e-commerce business model using comprehensive feature mining approaches.
III. DATA COLLECTION PIPELINE
Our data comes from a popular online retailer with a big presence in north-american market selling a wide range of consumer and business products. The segment of customers considered for developing the churn model consist of B2B segment of business. With a customer base of roughly 0.5 million and an average of 60 thousand orders consisting of close to 300 thousand different products every day, we deal with fairly large dataset to evolve our features. The total number of clicks generated by these customers every single day through web-page channel averages about 8 million rows scaling horizontally and vertically.
Hadoop Stack based big data lake shown in Figure 1 is used to store all customer generated data for warehousing, building data science products and analytics purposes. 
IV. FEATURE MINING
A novel contribution from our work is in systematic definition and mining of an extensive feature set to enable effective prediction of customer churn. We use a combination of unstructured data from a data lake and structured data from customer data warehouse to extract several static, categorical and quantitative customer related feature set as represented in Table I . These feature set may be broadly classified into 7 different categories.
• Demographic Features:
These features represent customer specific demographic features indicating geographical location of the customer, size and the type of industry vertical.
These features represent profile information that may contain details like Business Tier, type of contract with the e-retailer, number of registered users, number of billing accounts.
• Customer Sales:
These features represent aggregates of revenue, buying behavior, periodicity including metrics for latest trends in buying. These are conventional features that have been used in the past for building feature matrix.
These features aggregate customer buying pattern at category level for every product thus enabling discovery of any specific product categories driving customer churn.
These features look at several conventional and longitudinal features related to customer shopping behavior and periodicity.
• Behavioral:
These are behavioral features that are mined from customer interaction with the online channel. They contain features that indicate how customers spend time on the website, including their more recent session lengths, cart activities, page navigation's, product views, etc. Most of the features captured under behavioral features are unconventional features and hence have to be mined from clickstream logs.
• Experience:
These features that define customer experience metrics outlining shopping experience on the website are also mined from clickstream logs. Some of the features defining user experience are number of instances where a user comes across an out of stock product or has difficulty in checking out a cart and placing an order, etc. The underlying hypothesis in mining these features is that over a period of time, bad shopping experience may also drive a customer away from business.
V. FEATURE SELECTION feature selection [7] , [8] algorithms are used to rank the prominent features influencing customer churn and making sure the noisy features with no relevance are ignored. Baseline methods filtering the feature-set are used before using univariate feature selection methods and regularization.
A. Baseline Methods
Before employing any feature engineering techniques on the feature matrix, Imputer methods are used to account for the missing values and filter the outlier values from the distribution. The feature matrix is then normalized to aid classifier algorithms to converge faster. If correlation test shows that there are features that are highly correlated, then one of the features is removed from the feature-set. An example, there may exist high correlation among different product categories as customers often buying from one of the categories are likely to buy from another related category.
B. Imbalance in Output Class Labels
An important observation from the data-sets is the imbalance in data. On an average about 5-10% customers churn year-on-year basis depending on the segment of customers. This imbalance in distribution consisting returning/nonreturning customers is a good recipe for learning algorithms to classify a large number of customers under returning and still attain high overall accuracy. There are several works carried out in the past [9] that specifically focus on handling imbalance in the data leading to skew the predictions of the model. We employ an in depth cross-validation technique based on Kfold, confusion matrix and ROC curve to arrive at the best algorithm to rule out such a bias in our model. Weights assigned to the feature vectors are inversely proportional to class frequencies in the input data as shown in equation 1. Here, n samples is the total number of samples in the data-set, n classes represents the total possible class outcomes from the output label, which in this case is two. The count of occurrence Y i represents the total number of occurrences of samples belonging to a given class whose weights we are interested in calculating. (1)
C. F-anova
F-anova test [10] , a univariate feature selection method applied on continuous distribution is used to predict how well a given distribution X predicts the class label we are interested in finding. F value for every feature matrix is calculated, features are then ranked according their F score to determine their effectiveness in predicting customer churn.
In Eq. 2, MS R is the "Mean Square Regression" and MS E is the "Mean Square Error". While MS R indicates the between group variability, MS E represents the within group variability. The statistical tests concluding feature significance with the independent variable determines if the between group variability is higher than the within group variability. Fig.  2 shows how different features impact customer churn by ranking them based on their F-score.
D. Regularization
Regularization [11] is normally employed to penalize sparse features especially when dealing with sparse data and avoid overfitting. The result of using L1 − norm regularization would yield features with non-zero and higher co-efficients indicating that these features were not penalized. We use coefficients from regularized logistic regression to determine if the extended set of feature-set we formulate have significant impact on the outcome variable.
Through the above feature selection tests, important features affecting customer churn are determined. This serves as a direct input to organization to look into individual features to see how each of these can be improved to bring down the churn rate. The tests also confirm that some of the non-conventional features proposed through this work mainly extracted through clickstream logs play significant impact on customer churn. This in turn increases the efficiency of predictor models explored in the next section. Some of these features are: Total Futile Sessions, Cart Abandonment's and Number of Visits to Online Channel, etc. 
VI. BINARY CLASSIFIERS
A mix of Linear, Non-linear and Tree based classifiers are employed to evaluate which classifier has the best performance on data-set. The cross-validation techniques determine the best performing algorithm on the dataset. The below discussed classifiers provided the best efficiency. It comes as no surprise that they are popularly used in many predictive applications. All classifiers were implemented using sci-kit learn [12] python library that provides a comprehensive set of both supervised and unsupervised algorithms for machine learning.
A. SVM
The goal of SVM [13] is to find the optimal separating hyperplane that maximizes the margin of the training data by dividing the n-dimensional space into two regions. The methodology can be applied successfully to many linear and non-linear classification problems. SVM offers several choice of kernel functions [14] for implementation, to best fit our training data. We use linear-kernel function with SVM.
B. Logistic Regression with L1 norm
Logistic Regression is a discriminative classifier that learns a direct map from input x to output y by modeling posterior probability. It uses a logistic function to model the losses which in turn is minimized by gradient descent. Adding regularization to logistic regression reduces over-fitting by removing sparse features from the feature-set. We use L1-norm regularized logistic regression for this application.
C. Gradient-Boost Ensemble
Ensemble learning involves a combination of several models to solve a single prediction problem. It works by generating multiple simpler classifiers which learn and make predictions independently. Those predictions are then combined into a single prediction that should be as good or better than the prediction made by any one classifier. Gradient boosting [15] classifier combines a set of weak learners and delivers improved prediction accuracy. The outcome of the model at an instance t is weighed based on the outcome of previous 
VII. CROSS-VALIDATION

A. Confusion Matrix
From the confusion matrix [16] shown in Fig. 3 , there are exactly 4 possible outcomes from a binomial classifier model. The total number of positive instances in the matrix is T = F P + T P and the total number of negative instances is F = T N + F N. The most common evaluation metrics are overall accuracy, true positive rate and false positive rate.
Accuracy =
T P + T N N + P The true positive rate (also known as hit rate or the Precision) is the proportion of positive instances that a classifier captures.
P recision =
T P P The Recall is the ratio of number positive instances(TP) over the sum of true positives (TP) and False negatives (FN).
Recall = T P T P + F N
The false positive rate (also known as false alarm rate) is the proportion of negative instances that a classifier wrongly flagged as positive.
F P Rate = F P N More than the accuracy, we are interested in increasing the TP rate of our classifier. A customer being a returning Customer wrongly classified as non-returning by the classifier thus falling in false positive quadrant has lesser impact than an abandoning customer wrongly classified as returning customer thus falling in false negative quadrant. In this case, we would ignore a potential customer who might abandon the company in the near future. Table III shows the accuracy and other indicators for all of the three classifiers to predict customer churn. As is evident from the table, Gradient boost(GBM) classifier outperforms SVM and regularized logistic regression to give the highest accuracy and precision after k-fold splitting, hyperparameter tuning. Running this algorithm on a feature-set which has already undergone feature pruning has incremental gain in efficiency of more than 5%. The precision score for the GBM model is above 75% which indicates that we identify every three out of four churning customer from a dataset that is highly skewed towards nonchurning customers. This is a huge leap over the earlier models built on conventional data sources which attained an overall accuracy of 75% with poor precision scores.
B. Reverse Operating Characteristics (ROC) Curve
When TP rate is plotted as against FP rate, one obtains a receiver operating characteristics (ROC) graph [16] . Each classifier is represented by a point on ROC graph. A perfect classifier is represented by point (0, 1) on ROC graph which classifies all positive and negative instances correctly with 100% TP rate and 0% FP rate. The major goal of churn prediction is to detect churn. Therefore, a suitable classifier is the one having high TP rate and low FP rate given that churn is the positive class. Such classifier is located at the upper left corner of ROC graph. Figure 4 shows the ROC curve for SVM Classifier with Kfold cross validation technique. The probabilistic estimation of classes for an SVM was made available not until recently by the work proposed in [17] , called the Platt scaling to optimize internal variables to produce a probabilistic score. As with the earlier case, all of the folds for different combination of Test, Training have fairly consistent Area Under Curve (AUC). The mean ROC as indicated by the plot is again 0.77. Once the model is finalized by tuning the hyper-parameters, the area under the ROC Curve can be used to tweak the threshold probability such that we can tune the classifier to return the best predictions for a given quadrant in the confusion matrix. From an organization perspective, this decision to tweak the threshold can be taken according to priorities and budgets. This tweak in threshold probability identified by TP rate and FP rate, populates the graph for the ROC curve. Similar ROC curves can be plotted for other classifiers used in this work.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We present a Big Data infrastructure that drives an end-toend pipeline for predicting customer churn in an E-commerce organization. We demonstrate through results, how implicit features obtained through mining of clickstream/web logs and marketing campaign, etc. act as significant features along with conventional data from sales history. These implicit features establish customer behavior and experience, and hence can be used as features to find customer churn. Through feature ranking we show some of the most influential factors in driving customer churn. Through cross validation techniques we establish that Gradient Boost Ensemble classifier, SVM Classifier, Logistic Regression with L1 regularization are the best models for prediction.
